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OVERVIEW

A good investment opportunity to purchase a building
with 4 individual apartments and 2 retail spaces in the
historic city centre of Pontevedra, walking distance to all
the city attractions.
In the historic city centre of Pontevedra, we find this excellent investment
opportunity to acquire a building near the essential plazas in the area. The building,
built-in 1998 and renovated in the last couple of years, benefits 4 residential
apartments and 2 retail spaces. Each apartment offers its living and dining area, eatin kitchen, 2 bathrooms and 4 bedrooms.
The top floor penthouse is a studio apartment, with one bedroom, bathroom and an
open layout living room.

lucasfox.com/go/vig27614
Natural light, Views, Utility room,
Transport nearby, To renovate,
Storage room, Near international schools,
Heating, Exterior, Equipped Kitchen,
Double glazing, Built-in wardrobes, Balcony

Located on a quiet street and situated in the most important areas of the historic city
centre, close to the most important plazas, where you find the fashionable tapas bars
and restaurants.
The property can be purchased to lease out individually, making it a good income
generator. There is also the possibility of making this property into a small boutique
hotel. Planning and permissions would need to approve by the town hall. The
property currently does not have a lift, but there is a light shaft in the centre of the
building where a lift can be added.
The apartments can be sold separately in the future or as a package.
It would be ideal for an investor to purchase and lease out all the spaces to a large
family looking to move into the city centre, each with their own space.
Also, it can be of interest to an entrepreneur or a business looking to convert this
property into a small hotel business. The area is well known for the Camino
Portugués, which passes through the city centre of Pontevedra.
Please contact Lucas Fox for further details.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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